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SENSOTEQ KAPPA 

X TRIAL
 Technical management JPS Reliability Ltd

 Kappa X Wireless Sensor (Developed by Sensoteq and RMS)



Other Software 
options



Alarm Score Asset health overall metrics – Score out of 100 based on 
type, site, machine or measurement point.



Overall 
Timelines

Three critical parameters, Velocity RMS, Acceleration RMS 
and Acceleration Pk-Pk

Spectrum/Waveform storedUser event added



Overall 
Timelines

Sensor Temperature Long Time Trends



Waterfall Here we can have a waterfall highlighting the electrical 
activity on the motor due to the VFD.



Waterfall Here we can have a waterfall highlighting the high friction 
then reduction after greasing



Powerband 
Trends

For each Spectrum Saved where there will be a powerband 
trend over time



Time 
Waveforms

For Analysis you can have the Raw Time Waveform, 
Autocorrelated time waveform, Zoom in to measyre the 
period and also a circular plot of the data

Raw Time Waveform

Circle Plot

Zoom into Auto Correlation with cursors

Auto correlation of Raw Time Waveform



Spectrum
For analysis we have Acceleration, Velocity, Displacement 
and Envelope Spectrum choice. We can apply Harmonics, 
Sidebands and Bearing frequencies can be displayed.

Harmonics

Sidebands

Envelope with bearing frequencies



Analysis 
groups

User analysis groups can be created across various machines 
and points



Reports User adjustable reports can be created



API

• The Analytix API allows any piece of data you can see on the 
platform to be accessed by any program via the API calls.

• API functions will require software/IT specialist knowledge 
to be used in a way that is required for your application.

• The data can be pulled to other online applications to be 
used for alarms, creating job alerts, data collection and can 
even be used in AI systems.

• Sensoteq require an NDA to be signed by both parties as the 
API contains proprietary information. Once signed, they will
send the full API documentation which contains all available 
endpoints.

• To request access to the API using your account or even a 
new dedicated API account, contact Sensoteq for a quick 
discussion.
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